Vavilov's vision for genetics was among Stalin's many victims
SIR -Jan Witkowski's review of Peter Pringle's fascinating and timely book on the famous geneticist Nikolai Vavilov ('Stalin's war on genetic science' Nature 454, 577-579; 2008) is informative, but contains some oversimplifications and inaccuracies.
The review pays little credit to Vavilov as a unique theoretician, not just a practitioner of applied science. His intentions were not simply to feed the people or to cultivate sturdy mountain plants. His To call Stalin's agricultural collectivization policy a "consolidation of land and labour" is an awful understatement: an estimated 10 million productive peasants and their families were exiled or imprisoned from 1929-1933. Stalin was hardly "desperate to feed thousands of citizens dying of starvation" when these were the same people he starved and murdered while sending Russian grain abroad.
No free discussion about "the best data available" was possible for scientists in 1930s Russia. Saying that "even now, politics continues to trump good science" should not be taken as equating murderous dictators with democratic governments. As the artist himself has chosen to remain silent on the topic (maybe wisely so), perhaps one should view this kind of art as a successful attempt simply to attract attention. Attention is such an important resource that people (scientists included) are willing to forsake financial gain to secure it. From this perspective, Cattelan's work fits an artistic tradition exemplified by people like Duchamp and Andy Warhol: masters at putting together pieces whose sole purpose was to grab our attention.
Victor Fet
In a world increasingly awash with 'content creators' and the alltoo-human limited attention we can devote to them, I see this work as a superb attempt to generate novelty and shock -to make us sit up and concentrate, even if only fleetingly. In relieving Humberto Terrones of his administrative duties, after more than seven years as AMD's head, Rios Jara was not persecuting him but was simply complying with the recommendation by the last external evaluating committee and the CONACYT governing board. One intention in removing these duties was to improve relations between the Terrones group and the rest of the AMD.
Bernardo A. Huberman
Mexican science is definitely not under threat, neither will it be affected by changing a single division head of a CONACYT centre. Indeed, the new measures enable the Terrones to enjoy more time on their research, which should help to boost their scientific output. 
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